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Left-Wing populism is the most politically suppressed phenomena in thus

country.

Although the far-right is BY FAR censored the most, it is still permitted to keep

its political identity.

But the ruling class makes sure Left-Wing populism remains an IMPOSSIBLE

option. 🧵 

Wherever a genuinely left-wing populist or revolutionary force reveals itself, a number of things happen:

1) It gets smeared as 'racist' 'fascist' and 'Nazi' to discredit it.

2) It gets taken over by CIA backed LGBT libtards

3) Focus transitions AWAY from economic populism 

While the far right is openly suppressed, the waters aren't muddied.

There is no dispute as to their political identity.

But the forces of hegemony ALWAYS try to dispute the political identity of left-wing populists, trying to make them

into SOMETHING ELSE. 

Ever notice there are no plain, old fashioned Communists?

It's always mixed in with LGBT, BLM or other woke nonsense.

When Communists try to assert an INDEPENDENT COMMUNIST line, they get labeled fascists, Nazis, racists, etc.

Why can't they just be Communists? 

Because it's easy to dismantle a political force by DESTROYING the possibility for it to even have an IDENTITY in the

first place.

And let's face it: Left Wing populism would by far be the biggest threat to the ruling class.

Why is this? 

It's simple.

Left-Wing Populism targets the JUGULAR of the ruling class: ECONOMIC POWER.
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You can talk about Jews or some other bogeyman all day long.

But you won't strike the ruling class until you NATIONALIZE ENERGY, END THE FED, and give the LAND back to small

farmers. 

So how do we stop this?

Simple. Let them call us fascists. Let them call us Nazis. DO NOT base your PRINCIPLES on what other people call you.

Annihilate political correctness. Libtards cannot wreck your shit if you don't give a fuck about their gay labels in the

fist place. 

Leftists and far-right people base their beliefs on how OTHERS try to identify them. They are political transgenders.

Left-Wing populists and COMMUNISTS must base their political identity on the OBJECTIVE TRADITION of MARXISM-

LENINISM.

Anything else will fold easily. 

Cornel West set the world record of folding to libtards.

Before him Bernie and all the left European populists of the 2010s.

Why was this? Because they were not guided by an objective tradition, but by feelings, popularity, discourse and

ideological confusion. 

The objective tradition of Marxism-Leninism frees us from having to care about what media or discourse ideologists

think.

Only our immortal tradition, and the material working class matters. 

We say to libtards and leftists:

Yes we are bigots. We are bigots against all those who stand in the way of the power of the working class.

We reject bourgeois degenerate LGBT. We reject Soros funded BLM.

Call us Nazis. You are an ant compared to our Communist forefathers 

The Golden Stalinist Path is not for the weak.

We will not offer you the false comfort of the leftists and the far right.

You must FIGHT for your POLITICAL EXISTENCE. It will not come free.

Soon, we will be an unavoidable RED MENACE.

Because RED ARMY IS THE STRONGEST. 

The reason I respect @damn_jehu is because he is one of the ONLY other Marxists who DOES NOT GIVE A DAMN about

libtards.
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He only cares about MARXISM. He is rooted only in a TRADITION. Not the latest libtard leftist trends.

The OBJECTIVE, SOLID ROCK of MARXISM. 

STALINIST MEAT & POTATOES:

Anyone and everyone who is a competent threat to the USG is AN AUTOMATIC ALLY.

CLASS STRUGGLE is not about YOUR GAY LIBERAL FEELINGS.

That is MATERIALISM.

Bigots, racists, sexists are GREAT 👍as long as they FIGHT THE RULING CLASS. 

Does this upset you? Lead you to doubt your convictions?

HAHA, TOO BAD, BITCH!

Fucking theater kid piece of shit thought Communism was John Lennon imagine libtard utopia.

Fucking idiot. You are FIRST TO GULAG! HAHAHAHAHA 

Communism is the POWER and MIGHT of the working class CRUSHING the ruling class ruthlessly.

Communism is the DICTATORSHIP of BLUE COLLAR WORKING people RUTHLESSLY unleashing FORCES OF

PRODUCTION.

Don't like it? Then you're a LIBTARD. 
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